Excerpts from the minutes of the constituent assembly

The Constituent assembly of the Association for a Federal Core – Kerneuropaverein has met in Weingarten, at the Kultur- und Kongresszentrum Oberschwaben, on October 13th 2007 to adopt the statutes of a full registered association (=eingetragener Verein, e.V.) under German law.

According to the statutes the aim of the association "is the creation of a European Federal State by all those member States of the European Union who wish to do so". The association and its members will engage "in the realisation of the above mentioned target by political campaign and activities as well as by political youth and adult education". In this engagement it will cooperate "with other associations such as the Union of European Federalists, the Young European Federalists and the European Movement".

On that occasion the Council of the association has elected Franco SPOLTORE as President, Yves LAGIER as secretary and David SCHNEIDER-ADDAE-MENSAH as treasurer. Then the Council has elected the other Bureau's members: Frédéric LE-JEHAN, Massimo MALCOVATI, Paolo VACCA.

As regards the general political guidelines the Council has decided that the actions undertaken so far by the Committee for a Federal State shall be taken out also in the future by this Committee. For this purpose the Committee for a Federal State is declared beeing an official committee of the association. Its mission to carry out the operational and political work of the association.

As regards the membership fee is proposed and adopted by the Council:
20 Euros per year for individual adult members,
10 Euros per year for individual student members,
For associations and all other legal entities 1 Euro per year and member and if the legal entity does not have any members, the membership fee will be fixed case by case by the Council.
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